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Abstract
In the historical process that Comprehensively deepening reform, accelerating the implementation of building a moderately prosperous society in all respects and promoting the modernization of national governance, promoting the modernization of national governance capacity has an importance and profound significance, will also face a tough challenge. Therefore, we must put forward the suggestions of promoting the modernization of national governance capacity from reality, and promote healthly development of the modernization of national governance capacity.
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INTRODUCTION
At present, the domestic and foreign environment has been undergoing complicated and profound changes, our country has entered into the key stage of reform, and the development faces a series of prominent contradictions and challenges, there are lots of difficulties and problems on the road ahead, these contradictions, difficulties and problems are compounded to make the national governance more difficult. At the third plenary session of the eighteen central committee, our party propose that one of the overall objectives of the reform is to push forward the modernization of national governance capacities, which indicate the direction for cracking the obstacle of development, resolving the various problems in the process risks and challenges from all sides, better playing to the advantages of the Socialist system with Chinese characteristics, promoting sustained and healthy development of economy and society. This requires the whole party and the people to firm confidence, unity the thought, condence the force, and to form the reform forces, to promote the reform comprehensively with effective measures and meanst to promote the modernization of national governance capacity.

1. THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PROMOTING THE MODERNIZATION OF NATIONAL GOVERNANCE CAPACITY

At the third plenary session of the eighteen central committee, our party pointed out: “the general objective of deepening reform comprehensively is to improve and develop the Socialist system with Chinese characteristics, and to promote the modernization of national governance systems and governance capacities.” (“CPC Central Committee on Several,” para. 5, 2013, November 16). This significant decision opens up new ways for further development of contemporary China. The modernization of national governance capacity is that our party’s theoretical innovation, experience summary and highly generalization of Marxist theory of the State for dealing with the new major international and domestic issues in
the new period. This illustrates that our party’s ability has improved to properly understand the world, finds the real problems and propose solutions significantly improve, which is a remarkable sign that our party becomes more mature. Mao Zedong had said: “To today’s era of the social development, responsibility for correctly understanding and transforming the world has been historically fallen upon the shoulders of the proletariat and its party” (Anthology of Mao Zedong: Part 1 volume, 1991, p.296). The Chinese Communists did not lie on the laurels of the past, and did not enjoy the once brilliant, but been good at grasping the trend of world development, correctly judging the stages and processes of socialism development, and had made a historical choice worthy of the people and the times.

1.1 Modernization of National Governance Capacity Is Propitious to Accelerate the Socialist Modernization With Chinese Characteristics

The party’s eighteen report pointed out: “Socialism with Chinese characteristics, upholds the basic principles of scientific socialism, and adds to them distinct Chinese characteristics in light of features of the time” (Hu, 2012, November 18). Realization of socialist modernization with Chinese characteristics is a necessary prerequisite to realize the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation, but also our common expectations of all Chinese. Modernization of national governance capacity is mainly compared with the traditional management mode, It requires to achieve the goal that the orderly operation of market economy, advance of democracy steadily, advanced culture’s development and prosperity, building harmony social, and ecological environment sustainable development for internal; for external, we need to improve the ability to participate in the governance of the global emergencie, to solve problems and hot issues of common concern of humankind, to participate in the formulation of international rules, to solve the trade disputes effectively and to ensure national security. Comparing with the fact that national management relies on command and the rule of man, ambiguity of power and duties, the government is very busy tradititionally, he modernization of national governance capacity more emphasis to realize scientific, standardized, efficient and orderly national governance. These are also the important part of achieving socialist modernization with Chinese characteristics, so there is a close relationship between the two.

1.1.1 Modernization of National Governance Capacity Is the Meaning in the Concept of Socialist Modernization With Chinese Characteristics

“Revolutions are the locomotives of history” (Anthology of Marx and Engels: The first volume, 1995, p.456). As the second revolution of Chinese, reform is the fundamental force to promote the development of contemporary China. Deng Xiaoping had predicted;

our reform is a kind of test in China, but also in the international range, we believe that it will be successful. If successful, it can provide some experiences for the development of the world socialist and underdeveloped countries. (Deng Xiaoping’s Selected Works: Part 3 Volume, 1993, p.135)

This shows that the reform and practice of Chinese have the world historical significance. Furthermore, promoting the modernization of national governance capacity is explicitly designated in the framework of the reform, it will become a strong driving force in the great cause of socialism with Chinese characteristics. In the crucial period of social transformation in China, the Party Central Committee made the major reform decision of promoting the modernization of national governance capacity, this shows that modernization of national governance capacity is the effective way and mean to solve the current social contradictions, to liberate the old system and thought which restrict the productivity development, it will remove barriers and pave the roads for the realization of socialist modernization with Chinese characteristics.

1.1.2 Modernization of National Governance Capacity Is the Times Requirement of Socialist Modernization With Chinese Characteristics

Socialism with Chinese characteristics has distinct characteristics of the times, it is the development process that our party had to adapt the international and domestic environment which is in continuous changes, follow the trend of the times, continuously improve ideas and methods of work, push the development of socialist modernization with Chinese characteristics. Through trials and life experiences for more than 90 years, unremitting exploration for more than 60 years, reform and design for more than 30 years, Chinese Communist Party have a more clear and new understanding to the party’s ruling laws, and put forward national the goal of national governance capacity need to realize modernization for pacing with the times. In the process of achieving the realization of socialist modernization with Chinese characteristics, the changes of times must propose new requirements to the party, government and society. Modernization of national governance capacity will make CPC become a more scientific, democratic and law ruling party, make the government become a clean, rule of law and efficient service type government, make enterprise become a legal institution with independent adjudication and autonomy, enjoy various type of social management organization participate to the ranks of co-government actively and enthusiastically. This must break the situation that regardless of party and government, government and enterprises, which formed for a long time, and will also open up the development activity and potential of the Socialist cause with Chinese characteristics.
1.1.3 Modernization of National Governance Capacity Will Speed Up the Pace of Socialist Modernization With Chinese Characteristics

Compared with the traditional mode of governance, modernization of national governance capacity is conducive to the liberation and development of productive forces, to ensure the sustainable development of economy; be conducive to orderly progress in democracy; be conducive to play to the pioneered spirit, diligence and wisdom of the proletariat and the masses of working people, making all of the source inrush which create wealth; be conducive to advance the construction of rule of law China and innovation social governance; be conducive to fully stimulate the enthusiasm and creativity of people; be conducive to narrow wealth gap and go on a common prosperity road; be conducive to develop the socialist ecological civilization and build a beautiful China. All of the content that promoted by the modernization of national governance capacity are the important part of the socialist modernization with Chinese characteristics. Furthermore, promoting the modernization of national governance capacity will certainly accelerate the pace of comprehensive reform, is conducive to promote reforms to expand into more difficult areas, which will significantly shorten the development process of the realization of socialist modernization with Chinese characteristics.

1.2 To Promote the Modernization of National Governance Capacity Is Conducive to Enhance the Party’s Ruling Ability and Level

The modernization of national governance capacity is the national governance idea proposed by our party undergoing new situation, new tasks and new goals, but also the value concept advocated by learning the value of experience and lessons during the development of human society. Promoting the modernization of national governance capacity illustrates that our party expresses its new ruling idea to the world, embodies the innovation and development of our party’s governance style, and shows that our party’s ruling ability has improved significantly.

1.2.1 Modernization of National Governance Capacity Is the Highlight of the Party’s Ruling Idea Which Keeping Pace With the Times

Philosophy is a kind of development potential, a new concept of the value will change the development process of an era. Promoting the modernization of national governance capacity, fully shows our party has pushed the scientific governance, democratic governance and legal governance to a new height and level, it concentrates the governance idea of our party to keep pace with the times. Promoting the modernization of national governance capacity, is the realization of national thriving and prosperous, social harmony and stability and the people live and work in peace, and the ultimate objective is just the happiness of people. To develop socialism with Chinese characteristics, in the final analysis, is to bring the benefit of development to all the people. For the historical activities is ultimately undertakings of the masses, and socialism with Chinese characteristics is hundreds of millions of people’s career. This also shows that the ruling ideas of our party always put the starting point in order to realize the fundamental interests of the people. Therefore, proposed this concept, is helpful for enhancing the people’s trust in Chinese Communist Party and the people’s Confidence to firmly march on the path of socialism with Chinese characteristics. Moreover, the masses is the fundamental power of determining the historical development and social progress. Adhere to the purpose of serving the people and follow the mass line are the largest political advantage of our party, these also fundamentally reflect the advanced nature of Marxist political party.

1.2.2 Modernization of National Governance Capacity Is a Requirement of the Party’s Governance Style Which Need Innovate Constantly

The ruling style of the party is a method adopted by our party, that after our party gained the state power, led the country to a rich and strong way and led Chinese people to live a happy life, it directly be in relation to the ruling status of the party and long term stability of the country. Since Chinese Communist Party changed from a revolutionary party to a ruling party, in 60 years especially the 35 years of reform and open, the reason why it has made such remarkable achievements, the key lies in the ruling way keeping pace with the times and innovation. In governing the country, Chinese Communist Party confronts a complex ruling environment, ruling condition and ruling task, our party always adhere to scientific governance, democratic governance and legal governance, withstood the severe test of risks from domestic and international. The Third Plenary Session of the 18th CPC Central Committee proposed the reform goal of promoting the the modernization of national governance capacity, that is innovation and development requirement of the party’s ruling way, but also a reflection that the party’s ruling ability improve and the party can withstand the governance test. The Third Plenary Session of the 18th CPC Central Committee, our party clearly laid down the modernization of national governance capacity, we must adhere to legal management and legal governance, to safeguard the fundamental interests of the people. The rule of law is one of the most striking symbols to measure the level of modernization, but also a most fundamental mean to achieve social fairness and justice, moreover, is an important basis of embodying social progress and human civilization. Scientific governance, democratic governance and legal governance are valuable governing experiences summed up by our party in the long-term practice; governing for the people and relying on the
people is the fundamental policy that our party achieve long-term ruling. Therefore, our party must adhere to the rule of law, the people’s founding and develop the country through science and education, and push the work of the party and the state to a higher level.

1.2.3 Modernization of National Governance Capacity Is a Reflection of Our Party’s Ruling Ability Which Improves Constantly
Success or failure of the cause, ability is crucial. At the fourth plenary session of the sixteen central committee, our party pointed out:

the ruling ability is a kind of skill that the party present and apply correct theory, line, principles, policies and strategies, lead the development and implementation of the Constitution and laws, take scientific leadership system and style, mobilize and organize the people to manage the state and social affairs, economic and cultural careers according to laws, effectively govern the party, country and army, build a modernized socialist country. (Selected editing of important literature,” para. 4, 2006, p.379)

Enhance the party’s ruling ability is to “constantly improve the ability to harness the socialist market economy, develop socialist democratic politics, build socialist advanced culture, construct the socialism harmonious society, cope with the international situation and deal with the international affairs. (Selected editing of important literature,” para. 4, 2006, p.276)

At present, during the historical process of profound changes in the international situation, our party put forward the goal of promoting the modernization of national governance capacity at the third plenary session of the eighteen central committee, this embodies our party have international vision and strategic vision that keeping pace with the times. This also illustrate that our party’s ability have significantly increased that cope with the complicated situation from international and domestic and the test of various risk, handle the big question at home and abroad and solve the problems of great concern to the general public, that really opened up a new state of governing the party, country and army. In the historical course of the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation, our party has always walked in the forefront of the times, actively carried forward fine style of keeping pace with the times and seeking realistic and pragmatic, constantly answered the difficult problems proposed by the history and times, and put forward the corresponding solution strategy. At the same time, our party stimulates vitality of various social organizational and the wisdom of the masses, condenses them into great Chinese power, and together to promote the modernization of national governance capacity.

1.3 To Promote Modernization of National Governance Capacity Is Conducive to Build a Modern and Powerful Socialist Country
Social development has their own characteristics in every specific stage, this requires people making a choice that conforms to the trend of the historical development according to the objective reality. Putting forward the modernization of national governance capacity is consistent with the need of Chinese historical development, and need is always a powerful force to understand the social development. Meanwhile, the need far more than the value created through the mechanical work. Because of this, when a solid material foundation has been possessed, the need of history requires us enhancing the capacity of countries in all aspects, which include the ability of national management. The third plenary session of the eighteen central committee was hold at the right moment time, has put forward the objectives and tasks of promote the modernization of national governance capacity, this embodies China have the confidence and determination to become a powerful country, but also shows that China have assertiveness of pressing forward with indomitable will to power forward. And then, a resurgent China has potential and ability to become a modern and powerful socialist country.

1.3.1 Provide Advanced Theory Guidance for Building a Modern and Powerful Socialist Country
Thought is the precursor of action, thought and theory plays an important role in the process of historical development, and they are powerful spiritual force. Advanced theory is a soul that guides a party to achieve long-term ruling, is a powerful ideological weapon to guide practice, is more spiritual support across condense the country power to help pushing a country walking to rich, strong and prosperous. As Marxism in China’s latest theoretical results, the system of theories of socialism with Chinese characteristics is an advanced theory that guide the socialist modernization construction with Chinese characteristics. The thought about National management modernization is the innovation and development of the theoretical system of socialism with Chinese characteristics, but also the rich and development of Marx’s theory of the state. We have always stressed the need to carry out theoretical innovation based on adhering to the Marx doctrine, because Marx doctrine “absorb and transform everything of value in the human thought and culture development for two thousand years” (Anthology of Lenin: The Fourth Volume,1995, p.299), but also has the concrete analysis of concrete problems of spirit that “Whenever and wherever that transfer with the prevailing historical conditions” (Anthology of Marx and Engels: The first Volume, 1995, pp.248-249). This shows that we must always combine the Marx doctrine with national condition, and achieve the development of innovation by keeping pace with the times, it will can provide a right direction to people. Promoting the modernization of national governance capacity is a important strategic decision proposed by the party according to the new situation and new task in the new period, is also a
significant theory innovation of Marxism in China, it will open up a broader space for the socialism modernization construction.

1.3.2 Provide Perfect System Safeguard for Building a Modern and Powerful Socialist Country
At the third plenary session of the eighteen central committee, our party proposes persisting in using the system for the power, affairs and human being management. Because the system is always a powerful guarantee for promoting the development of the society, and the new system development will create a new era in the development and progress of human society, which embodies the human intelligence and wisdom. The famous Futurist Alvin Toffler pointed out: “the key of the rapid economy development and the formation of a new era, does not lie in the technology and the people, but lie in the system” (Alvin, 1996). Through the system innovation, according to the needs of human development and social development, the modernization of national governance capacity is a science, system, efficient and feasible design for system. To promote the goal of modernization of national governance capacity, to form the system of complete and system, scientific and standardized, effective operation, to make all system mature, perfect, more stereotyping, which will provide a system guarantee strong for the construction of socialist modernization. Moreover, as a game rule that effectively standardize and restrain people’s behavior, the system can coordinate and balance various interests relations among people to a certain extent, and control the contradictions and conflicts of interest in a certain range, so as to achieve a balanced system state. By promoting the modernization of national governance capacity, we will remove various institutional and mechanisms obstacles from the development of productive forces, give full play to the huge superiority of the socialist system, improve the system operating efficiency, spur the top-level design to achieve the great success in practice.

1.3.3 Provide a New Management Model for Building a Modern and Powerful Socialist Country
Promoting the modernization of national governance capacity, is proposed by our Party to solve the major problems urgently need to be solved in the reality which stands in the height of history and the era. Comparing with the traditional management model, fundamental changes have taken place in the national governance. The modernization of national governance capacity is to realize that we change Renovation for persuasion, change rigidity for flexibility, change order for negotiation, change command for guidance, change supervision for the service, change compulsory for smooth guidance, change the rule of man for the rule of law, which provides the new management experience, mode and method for the construction of socialist modernization, this will speed up the pace of the socialist modernization’s construction.

To say the least, China is far higher than other developing countries in the aspect of governance ability. Such as the event that super typhoon named Haiyan in Philippines caused heavy casualties, the Philippines government was slow to react, and did not come up with a reasonable and effective treatment scheme in a long time. When confronting SARS, Wenchuan earthquake and the Ya’an earthquake, Chinese government can always announce the corresponding solution efficiently and timely, reducing the affected to a minimum degree. But compared with the social development and people’s demand, there is a big gap of national governance ability. At the third plenary session of the eighteen central committee, our Party laid down the goal and task of promoting the modernization of national governance capacity, having sounded the horns for the fundamental change to achieve the management mode. However, China has a lot of things to do, not only to govern their country, but also to fulfill the international responsibilities commensurate with the fact that the amount of economy will become the real first, being genuinely stride into the rank of world powers from a developing country.

2. THE CHALLENGE THAT WE MUST FACE ON PROMOTING THE MODERNIZATION OF NATIONAL GOVERNANCE CAPACITY
The party’s eighteen report emolliently depicts a blueprint for future development, has also made major strategy deploy for the reform target, pointing out:

To complete the building of a moderately prosperous society in all respects, we must, with greater political courage and vision, lose no time in deepening reform in key sectors and resolutely discard all notions and systems that hinder efforts to pursue development in a scientific way. We should set up a well-developed, scientific, procedure-based and effective framework of systems and ensure that operating institutions in all sectors are fully functioning. (Hu, 2012, November 16)

On this basis, the third plenary session of the eighteen central committee organically connect upholding and improving the socialist system with Chinese characteristics and promoting the modernization of national governance capacity, to establish this as the goal of comprehensive reform. The third plenary session of the eighteen central committee also point out:

to mobilize all positive factors in the maximum, dare to crack a hard nut, dare to venture beach, to break through the ideology’s shackles and the ideology barriers of interests curing with greater determination, promoting self perfection and development of Chinese socialist system. Decisive results must be achieved in key sectors, and a well-developed, scientific, procedure-based and effective framework must be in place by 2020 to ensure institutions in all sectors be more mature. (“CCP decision on deepening”, para. 4, 2013, November 16)
This fully shows that our party has political courage and wisdom of promoting the comprehensive reform party and pushing the socialism with Chinese characteristics to modernization, and has bear and courage of always standing in the forefront of the times for the long-term interests of the whole country. But in the present case that the multiple interests, conflicts and social disharmony factors increase, the way of promoting the modernization of national governance capacity became bumpy, and we have to face enormous difficulties and challenges.

2.1 We Have a Superior Socialist System, but the Productivity Is Undeveloped
According to the scientific discussion about the law of the human social development by Marxism, socialist system conforms to the general trend of the human social development and the direction of history, has a broad prospect and has superiority that all previous social system cannot match. But after all, Chinese socialism leap over the stage that capitalism fully develops, so comparing with the developed capitalist countries, the productivity of our country is relatively backward. As the material strength that human remake natural, and as “the highest standards for social progress” (Complete Works of Lenin: The Sixteenth Volume, 1988, p.209), after fully develop, productivity will create a higher labor productivity than capitalist, and capitalist, and will be able to prove the superiority of the socialist system. In order to win the comparative advantage, we have to reference the core technology, business philosophy and management methods of the developed capitalist countries to develop Chinese productivity. Although Marx and Engels firmly repudiated that bourgeois class brought grave disaster to the broad masses of working people, but they still recognized the enormous achievements in the capitalist era: “Productivity created by the bourgeoisie in the less than one hundred years ruling, is more and greater than it created in all the past generation” (Anthology of Marx and Engels: The first volume, 1995, p.277). In China such a developing country with a population of 13 billion, not coming through capitalism, the social system directly cross from the semi colonial and semi feudal society to the socialist society, but the productivity can not leap over. So the underdeveloped productivity brings giant difficulty and challenge to the national management’s modernization.

2.2 There Is Deviation That Party Card Cadres Understand and Implement the Policy
Lenin once said:“only when the party takes advanced theory as the manual, it can achieve the advanced fighter’s role.” (Anthology of Lenin: The First Volume, 1995, p.277) Our party takes Chinese Marx’s advanced theory as the guide, but for really playing the role of advanced fighters, our party need rely on the thousands on thousands of party and government cadres, play an exemplary role in specific practice of carrying out the party’s policy. At the party’s eighteen report, Hu Jintao pointed out: “To uphold and build socialism with Chinese characteristics, it is imperative to build a contingent of key officials for governance who are firm in political conviction, competent and energetic and have fine conduct.” (Hu, 2012, November 18). Fundamentally speaking, whether the party’s principles, policies and advanced idea can play its full value and function, the key depends on the cadre of the party. Because the advanced theory must implement in the concrete practice finally, the truth will be examined and developed through the test of practice. But in the specific implementation process, the fact often exists that the cadre understand of the policy inadequately, and the relevant specific system measures are big but not fine, this is more easy to cause execution difficult to keep up with the pace of ideas. This is a huge problem contemporary China must face-the lack of execution. Whether or not we persist in seeking, getting right on the job, effectively implementing, this is a severe test to our party’s cadres. General secretary Xi Jinping said, empty talks will jeopardize national interests, hard work can make prosperous. Featherbedding, bombastic certainly not be desirable, we can see the effectiveness only by seeking, getting right on the job, effectively implementing. Otherwise, no matter how good, the blueprint will also be a dream. Therefore, the target of promoting the national management’s modernization need our Party and government cadres correctly understand the central decision-making spirit, to ensure it resolutely carry out in practice.

2.3 Consciousness of the People’s Participation in the Country Governance Is Weak
Mar’s view that people make the history tells us: The historical activities are the undertakings of the masses in the final analysis, to realize the modernization of national governance capacity, we also fully play people’s social master spirit. To promote the national management’s modernization, only have the objective condition is not enough, we must also have masses own the consciousness to participate in the national governance, and in such a sense’s domination, we consciously struggle for realizing the national management’s modernization. Because of the serious influence of the historical factors, in such a country that feudal society direct transition to socialism, it is a normal thing that people had to being managed, ordered and being commanded, being back in charge and developing the spirit of democracy seem innate deficiency, most people are lack of mind and consciousness to participate in the governance of the country actively, consciously and actively. If we can not improve the consciousness that people participate in the national management, the main force of realizing national governance can not play their due effect, promoting the modernization of national governance capacity will be very difficult. We can say that democratic participation is also a strange myth for most Chinese. Therefore, party and government also need to work hard in the promotion of social democracy. In fact, in modern China, to clean up the
influence of feudalism and capitalism requires a historical process, the development of social economic and cultural and generally improvement of the society members’ quality also need a process, meanwhile, the construction of the socialist democracy and the socialist legal system also requires a process. But the country must accelerate the development process, do not neglect other aspects for the reason of taking economic construction as the center. In order to arousing the broad masses of the people’s consciousness to participate in national governance actively, it is necessary to enhance the whole nation’s ideological and moral qualities and scientific and cultural qualities, so as to improve the ability and level of state governance.

2.4 The Ability of Taking Part in Global Governance Is Still Insufficient

Today, the society is in the era of globalization, globalization has become the irreversible trend and objective process full of contradictions of the contemporary world’s development, at present or future for a longer period of time, this trend will not change too much. For China, there are both rare opportunities and severe challenges. In the process of participating in international governance, China’s capacity has made great progress compared to the previous in the aspect of unifying every country to combat terrorism, deal with hot issues and environmental issues, deal with major international events and regional conflicts. Along with the ascension of international status and international influence, China is reversing the development direction of old international political and economic order. And in the process of handling international affairs, China has maintained our national core interests, also have striven for greater voice and initiative for the vast number of developing countries and backward countries. However, we should see, the world is still in the leading of Western developed countries, whether the formulation of the international rules and the opinions’ adopt advocated by every country or the identification of opinions, are in the main of developed countries. At the International Governance, who plays the decisive role in international governance finally is still developed countries, and this does not match with the second identity of Chinese economy. How to promote the Chinese commensurate in international governance to match with its identity and status, this is the international challenges that China has to confront.

3. COUNTERMEASURES AND SUGGESTIONS OF PROMOTING THE MODERNIZATION OF NATIONAL GOVERNANCE CAPACITY

Promoting the modernization of national governance capacity is the decision made by the party Central Committee in sizing up the situation, it is national governance idea based on the combination with national conditions, progress in step with the times and being tied to the destiny of the people. The idea of national management’s modernization is a concentrated reflection of our Party highly sense of responsibility and mission, for neither the Chinese future development nor the progress of human society, it has great and far-reaching significance. Therefore, we should promote the national management’s modernization continuously, make the idea of keeping pace with the times being vitalized with powerful vitality, creativity and inspiration, and make the top-level design can be implement effectively.

3.1 To Improve and Develop the Socialist System With Chinese Characteristics, Emancipate and Develop the Productive Forces

To improve and develop socialist system with Chinese characteristics constantly, to make the system for the right job management, to cause the national government run in the framework of system, so as to continue to promote national management’s modernization, and make the superiority of socialist system can be fully played. Deng Xiaoping once said:

- we built socialism for only several decades, is still at the primary stage. It will take a very long historical period to consolidate and develop the socialist system, and it will require persistent struggle by many generations, a dozen or even several dozens. We can never rest on our oars. (Anthology of Deng Xiaoping: the third volume, 1993, pp.379-380)

The scientific judgment conclude that China is now in the primary stage of socialism and will remain so for a long time, this is the contemporary Chinese maximum conditions. It will be not worthwhile for skipping the stage, with the result that “to oppose all of ‘left’ or right wrong idea that depart from the concrete historical” (Anthology of Mao Zedong: The first volume, 1991, p.274).

On the basis of this actual development of primary stage, our party must improve and develop the socialist system with Chinese characteristics, take constantly removing obstacles to the development of the productivity as the starting point and destination of formulate guidelines and policies, liberate the productivity from the shackles of all the old system and mechanism and from the constraint of all ideas, adjust the relations of production constantly to adapt to the requirements of the development of productivity. “Science and technology is the first productivity” (Anthology of Deng Xiaoping: The third volume. 1993, p.274), with its solid material foundation accumulated in hundreds of years, the capitalist countries suppress and punish the socialist countries and the developing countries that are temporarily in the undeveloped stage. Fundamentally lie in their strong economic strength and strong scientific and technological strength. In response, Marx said, “material force must be overthrown by material force” (Anthology of Marx and Engels: The first volume, 1995, p.9), to make the socialist
triumph over capitalism at last, development is the rock-hard reason.

3.2 Party and Government Cadres Must Correctly Understand the Spirit of the Policy, and Resolutely Carry Out It

The modernization of national governance capacity is an important strategic decision made by the CCP Central Committee that take Xi Jinping as the general secretary for dealing with practical problems in the new situation. The decision is conducive to resolve the conflict of interests and internal contradictions, but also can effectively solve major and difficult international problems. But its concrete implementation still needs to rely on the majority of cadres, this requires that the party’s cadres must correctly understand the spirit of the policy, and resolutely carry out it. As the Marxist party, we should have strict discipline and tenacious fighting spirit. At the process of the policy implementation, the party and government cadres must “absolutely maintain the party discipline”, and ensure the policy to execute effectively, then the advanced idea that made by the top design could shows the strong vitality and sustainable development at the process of concrete implementation. Only to ensure the synchronization between advanced and concrete implementation of national governance policy idea, we can enhance accuracy and validity of the national governance. It requires the party and government cadres must keep pace with the times, and implement pragmatic and keeping pace with the times of the specific practice. As the top designer, the Chinese communist party must use system to strictly manage and supervise their cadres, must punish those cadres who are inaction, arbitrary in the work. Moreover, Select those party and government cadres with outstanding leadership who are good at focusing the wisdom of masses and put their hearts and soul into serving for the people, select those party and government cadres with courage, wisdom, talent and potential who have made actual contributions for our great reform in the practice, and entrust them with an important post. Thus, in the process of promoting the modernization of national governance capacity, it can effectively solve the direct and realistic problem of interests which are most concerned by the people, and truly make the needs of the people fulfilled.

3.3 Give Full Play to People’s Enthusiasm, Initiative and Creativity of Participating in the National Governance

In the whole factors of production, human is the most active factor, the development of human wisdom and ability determines the depth and breadth of the material resources development. Only when return to practice, the advanced concept about modernization of national governance capacity can be mastered by the masses of the people, and can form a tremendous material force. Based on the traditional management model, masses of the people are the passive management. But now, let them become active participants, it is not only the problem of thought liberation, but also needs to educate and advocate energetically by the Party’s theoretical workers, moreover, it needs to improve the nation’s cultural quality and let the people be awake, self-consciousness, self-confidence, and let them participate in the national governance in practice, so as to gradually promote the national governance capacity towards modernization. Our party should always keep their fighting spirit with beautiful blueprint, tenacious will, unbridled enthusiasm and firm belief, so as to encourage the people’s struggle power and creativity, to make our country full of vitality, and give full play to enthusiasm, initiative and creativity of every person to participate in national governance. And then, these can form a strong cohesive force, centripetal force and social consensus, continue to push forward the great socialist cause with Chinese characteristics.

3.4 To Further Enhance the Capacity to Participate in Global Governance

Thinking of the mankind’s prospect and destiny reflects the suffering consciousness and mission spirit of a country, but also tests the ruling thought and political wisdom of a party. Proposing the concept of modernization of national governance capacity is that our party has the courage to play responsibility on the development of China, but also is a long-term consideration on the fate of mankind. At present, Chinese economic strength has greatly increased, international status has also significantly improved, a good international image has gradually established, and Chinese-style ballet has been completely shown in the international community. But now, the ability of participation in global governance is still not consistent with its great nation status. China has not been fully established its own discourse system, and the ability to participate in global governance is insufficient, needs to be further improved, and this mission also takes a heavy burden and embarks on a long road. To further enhance the ability to participate in global governance, China need to improve their own governance capacity, at the same time, the position of China can get the universal respect and attention in the process of international governance, and the proposition of China can get international society widely in the process of global governance; China can play a constructive role in international rule making and settling international affairs; China can really play a decisive role in settling international hotspot and difficult problems; In solving the crisis and difficulties confronted by human beings, China should maintain its core national interests, but also should strive more rights and opportunities for the vast number of backward developing countries. Only in this way, can China move from the edge toward the center in the international governance, and then play a decisive role. It requires China must have a vision of the world, and be good at grasping the trend of
the world, accurately grasping the pulse of the times, then we can gain the initiative in the international community, and lead the trend of the times and the progress of human society.

The general trend of historical wheel’s forward is irreversible, the intricate of human experience in the development process will have the enormous social progress to compensate. The bright future of socialist will attract further attention from the world. In the course of the game with capitalism, socialism will eventually triumph over capitalism, this is decided by the irresistible inevitable that production relation must adapt to productive forces, not only because the people are full of longing and good wishes for a better future and justice. Socialist system fundamentally overcomes the productive force’s shackles by capitalist private ownership, this provides a broad prospect for the development of productivity. Moreover, the basic contradiction of capitalism decides the productivity development space that it can accommodate is limited, therefore, “the demise of bourgeoisie and the victory of the proletariat are equally inevitable.” (Anthology of Marx and Engels: The first volume, 1995, p.284)

The ideal goal is the navigation which guide people to struggle, is also the strong spiritual power for supporting people to advance courageously. The reform goal of promoting the modernization of national governance capacity, will become the spiritual flag of Chinese people to struggle with enthusiasm, combative and down-to-earth. Xi Jinping said; “do not seek overall situation, the lack of a domain plan.” Promoting the modernization of national governance capacity is a great decision made by the Party Central Committee from global perspective and long-term interests of mankind, that is conducive to the fundamental policy of the party and the state. To promote the modernization of national governance capacity, we must break through the idea obstacle and break the interests curing barriers, see clearly the various crux of the problem of interests curing, find out the breakthrough direction and focus, solve problems with faster, accurate, complete and effective. The people is the main part of the reform, the talent is the main force of promoting the modernization of national governance capacity. Therefore, our party need to improve the systems and mechanisms of choosing and employing talents, eliminate the identity disorder and all sorts of discrimination. Broad room for all kinds of talents, opens channel to let everyone grow up and stands out. Only in this way, we can inspire the people, unify thoughts and rally forces, encourage people’s creative spirit and creativity, promote the socialism with Chinese characteristics increasingly towards the bright future.
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